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Abstract
We argue that choices that are modified, absent any informational change, can be
characterized as mistakes. In an experiment, we allow subjects to choose from budgets
over binary lotteries. To identify mistakes, which we interpret as deviations from
optimizing behavior, we allow subjects to revise a subset of their initial choices. The
set of revised decisions improves under several standard definitions of optimality. These
mistakes are prevalent: subjects modify over 75% of their initial choices when given
the chance. Subjects make larger mistakes when inexperienced and when choosing over
lotteries with small probabilities of winning.
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Introduction
Mistakes are integral to decision making. Parents tell their children to learn from their

mistakes, and political leaders tell their constituents that “mistakes were made.” In academic contexts, researchers sometimes refer to failures to optimize some particular objective
or adherence to a “biased” decision rule as a mistake. However, this goes against the canonical approaches of revealed preference, and decision makers often may not agree that their
choices are mistakes. This, then, raises our research question: how can a researcher identify
mistakes when underlying preferences are not known to the researcher a priori ?
We propose and carry out a methodology to study mistakes, which we interpret as
deviations from optimizing behavior. Specifically, we argue that if a choice is revised without
any new information or change in circumstances, then either the initial choice or the revision
must be a mistake. This approach can be used in any choice environment and does not rely
on the researcher’s evaluation of the correct choice. We use this intuition to study mistakes
in a laboratory experiment. We find that when offered the chance to revise earlier choices,
subjects overwhelmingly do so. Subjects’ revised choices are better according to every
normative measure we employ, suggesting that the initial choices are mistakes and that
standard models of stochastic choice cannot explain the revisions. We then study how the
characteristics of decision problems affect the prevalence of mistakes.
In our experiment, 181 undergraduates at the University of Queensland make choices
over binary lotteries. Following Andreoni and Harbaugh (2009), subjects trade off the
chance of receiving a prize against the size of that prize. If the subject does not receive the
prize, they receive only the show-up-fee. Subjects face a linear budget, which implies that
increasing the likelihood that they receive the prize by one percentage point decreases the
size of the prize by a dollar amount that is constant within each budget. Our subjects know
they will choose over the same twenty-five budget sets twice. Subjects are informed about
the complete set of budgets and that any of these fifty tasks can be chosen for payment.
After choosing from these fifty budgets, subjects learn that they will revise a random subset
of thirty-six of their initial choices. Revision choices feature a 2ˆ2 within-subject treatment
that changes the presentation of the tasks. One dimension of treatment adds a reminder of
what was initially chosen, while the other dimension allows the subject to revise two choices
from the same budget at the same time.
We find that when given a chance, subjects consistently revise their earlier choices. Over
75% of choices are revised, and 176/181 of subjects make at least one revision. Moreover,
a majority of these revisions are meaningful: over 40% of revisions shift at least 10% of a
subject’s budget from one good to the other.
Revisions, when compared to the initial set of choices, improve consistency with a number of normative criteria. First, revisions decrease the number of violations of first-order
stochastic dominance (FOSD). Second, revised choices are closer to being rationalized by a
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well-behaved utility function and a well-behaved utility function that satisfies FOSD. Third,
this relationship is preserved over the conventional functional families of expected utility and
probability weighting. Fourth, revised choices are more likely to be consistent with risk aversion. Finally, making identical choices across repetitions of the same budget increases for
revised choices, although this type of stationarity only increases when both choices on the
same budget are revised on the same screen. Given that either the original choices or their
revisions are mistakes, the fact that revisions are more consistent with optimizing behavior,
regardless of how much structure is placed on preferences, suggests that the initial choices
are mistakes.1
Given that revisions indicate that initial choices contained mistakes, as a proof of concept
we show that revisions can be used to study the drivers of mistakes. In particular, we study
under what conditions these mistakes are made. First, the type of revision opportunity that
subjects face affects revision behavior. We find that giving a subject a reminder about the
choice they made earlier decreases the likelihood that they make a revision by 17 percentage
points while offering them the chance to revise two choices at once increases the chance of
making a revision by just under three percentage points. Second, choices the subject makes
at the beginning of the experiment are more likely to be revised than those they make later.
Third, the effect of decision times on revisions is nuanced. Controlling for subject fixed
effects, the amount of time spent making a choice is positively correlated with the size of
revisions, but this correlation is driven by the negative correlation between experience and
time spent. Finally, subjects tend to make more and larger revisions when the budget set
contains only lotteries with low probabilities of receiving a monetary prize.
There are several rival explanations for revisions that are unrelated to mistakes. We
address them here. First, under a pay-one-choice-at-random mechanism, individuals may
want to build a portfolio with their choices. Since revisions replace earlier choices, portfoliobuilding cannot explain any difference between choices and revisions. Second, subjects may
be indifferent between both choices and revisions. Because the revised sets have higher
normative indices, this seems unlikely. Third, choices and revisions may differ due to randomness from the decision-maker. Some choices may be random; however, the distribution
of revisions is distinct from the distribution of initial choices as indicated by the improvement
in our normative benchmarks. Hence, choice sets cannot be explained by a stable stochastic
choice function (one that does not change throughout the experiment). Fourth, subjects
may revise because they believe they are expected to. Such experimenter demand effects are
improbable because of the neutral framing of revisions.2 This is in stark contrast with other
1 One may wonder why a violation of these normative measures is not itself an indication of a mistake.
While this is likely true for violations of dominance, revisions may reveal mistaken choices even when the
option chosen is not dominated. Measures relying on transitivity only reveal that there is a mistake in a set
of choices and do not show which choice is a mistake.
2 Furthermore, as we note in Section 6.2, much of the apparent improvement in decision making occurs
before the revisions stage of the experiment. Thus, it cannot be the request to revise decisions that leads
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approaches where subjects are directly confronted with their inconsistencies or arguments
about how choices ought to be made. Our subjects are simply asked what they would like
their revised choice(s) to be, half the time with a reminder of their initial choice(s). Finally,
a dual-self model—one “self” makes the original choices and another the revisions—could
predict a difference. Temporal contiguity of choices and revisions would rule out most of
these models.
What do we think explains these mistakes? Our main focus is to introduce an approach
to identify mistakes; distinguishing between specific causal mechanisms is beyond the scope
of this paper. Notwithstanding, we show how our methodology can be applied. For instance,
problems that have a higher revision likelihood and magnitude of change are likely more
difficult. In this way, we find that subjects take more time and are more likely to revise
when the probabilities of winning are small.
Revisions can reveal the mistakes subjects make as a result of lack of experience. Subjects may be learning about their preferences and our interface after initially having chosen
suboptimally. However, unlike standard strategic experiments, subjects do not learn the
outcome of their choice in the interim, but only ex-post. Some potential initial confusion
about the interface may have lead to 1.54% of the original choices being dominated. This
drops to 0.91% by the revisions stage of the experiment. There are many meaningful contexts, such as investing for retirement or purchasing health insurance, in which this type of
unfamiliarity likely contributes to mistakes (Choi, Laibson, and Madrian, 2011; Bhargava,
Loewenstein, and Sydnor, 2017).
Mistakes can be a costly part of everyday decision making. A large and growing literature
documents ostensible mistakes in the financial domain: Individuals do not efficiently use or
pay off their credits cards (Ponce et al., 2017; Gathergood et al., 2019), make sub-optimal
mortgage choices (Agarwal et al., 2017), and underreact to taxes that are not salient (Chetty
et al., 2009). The existence of mistakes across these domains, where objective decision
quality can be assessed, suggests that individuals make mistakes in other consequential
domains. Offering a chance to revise a decision may reveal these mistakes even when the
researcher has no objective way to evaluate the choice.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 discusses related literature. Section 3 presents
the choice environment for binary lotteries. Section 4 describes the experimental procedures.
Section 5 features our results contrasting sets of initial choices and sets of revisions using
normative benchmarks. Section 6 explores the determinants of mistakes in the experiment.
Section 7 features our final remarks.

to these changes.
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Related Literature
Identifying mistakes and where people make them is a key step in behavioral welfare

economics (Bernheim and Taubinsky, 2018). Some have pointed out that with only weak
assumptions on preferences, researchers can identify mistaken beliefs held by a decision
maker (Koszegi and Rabin, 2008). Bernheim and Rangel (2009) and Bernheim (2016) argue
that when choices made under different frames (or ancillary conditions) contradict each
other, one may be able to use outside information to determine which choice to respect. One
may think about our revision decisions as being from a particular frame, and our results show
that choices made in that frame are more consistent with a variety of normative benchmarks.
More generally, our work is related to a contemporaneous literature that attempts to identify
the decision maker’s “true” preferences (Allcott and Taubinsky, 2015; Bernheim et al., 2015;
Benkert and Netzer, 2018; Goldin and Reck, 2020). We complement this literature with a
focus on understanding the mistakes themselves. Allowing subjects to revise is not new to
our study, e.g. Kneeland (2015); instead, our novelty is using revisions to identify mistakes
and the types of problems that lead to them.
We add to the literature on random choice. There is evidence that when making choices
from the same choice set multiple times, subjects do not always make the same choice. This
occurs both when the decisions are temporally close and when they are distant (Tversky,
1969; Hey and Orme, 1994; Hey, 2001; Birnbaum and Schmidt, 2015; Agranov and Ortoleva,
2017). In our experiment, all choices are made in a single sitting. Our design features
revisions in addition to the more standard repetitions. These revisions replace subjects’
earlier choices, implying that the difference between revisions and the initial set should not
be due to subjects building a portfolio.
The use of revealed preference for the study of risk preferences in experiments is not
unique to our study. Choi et al. (2007) uses revealed preferences to study consistency with
rationality in a study where subjects choose between arrow securities using budgets. Halevy
et al. (2018) employs the same data set and a separate experiment to correlate consistency
with rationality to parametric fit using predicted behavior as a benchmark. Our revealed
preference approach is closer to Polisson et al. (2020). They provide revealed preference
tests for different functional specifications and use them to analyze the Choi et al. (2007)
and the Halevy et al. (2018) data sets. We adapt their results to budgets over simple
binary lotteries and use their finite-data revealed preferences’ measures—adapted to various
specifications—to reveal mistakes.
Prior research examines how violating specific norms is correlated with real outcomes and
financial decisions. Jacobson and Petrie (2009) shows that subjects who make choices that
are inconsistent with a class of theories of choice under risk do not choose optimally over nonexperimental financial instruments. Choi et al. (2014) finds that experimental measures of
rationality correlate with wealth and education. Rather than using predetermined normative
4

criteria, our measure of a mistake is revealed by the decision makers themselves.
Other studies have considered choice behavior when choices can be objectively ranked,
but these rankings must be determined by the decision maker through arithmetic calculation.
Caplin et al. (2011) documents departures from full rationality and towards a satisficing
heuristic in search problems. Kalaycı and Serra-Garcia (2016) finds that adding complexity
leads to choices that decrease overall payoffs. Gaudeul and Crosetto (2019) finds that
adding this sort of complexity can induce the attraction effect in decision makers, but that
they eventually make more informed decisions. Martı́nez-Marquina et al. (2019) finds that
adding uncertainty impedes subjects’ ability to maximize their payoff. Our identification of
mistakes does not rely on there being an optimal choice that the experimenter knows, but
the decision maker does not.
Recent work documents how decision makers reconcile potentially inconsistent prior
choices. Benjamin et al. (2020) offers subjects hypothetical choices over retirement savings
options and confronts them with choices that may be inconsistent. Nielsen and Rehbeck
(2022) finds that subjects report a desire for their decisions over lotteries to satisfy several
axioms and that a majority of subjects revise their choices if they find that these choices
violate the axioms. Yu et al. (2021) finds that a nudge causes subjects to revise their
choices in a way that reduces multiple switching in a price list. The majority of the revision
opportunities in our experiment did not give any indication to the subject that there were
inconsistencies in their choices.

3

Choice Environment
We begin this section by describing our choice environment and some properties of risk

preferences. We then show how a decision maker with a canonical form of expected utility
preferences makes choices in this environment. We conclude by discussing how we evaluate
the concordance of sets of choices with various theories.
Preferences are defined over simple binary lotteries. A simple binary lottery is a lottery
that has at most two outcomes, one positive outcome $x with probability p and $0 with
probability 1 ´ p. Because one outcome is always $0, we will abuse notation to represent
each lottery by the pair p$x, pq.
The choice problem involves a tradeoff between x and p using a linear budget. Each
budget can be described by its maximum prize M P R`` and maximum probability m P
p0, 1s. Thus, any choice from the budget must satisfy x `

M
mp

“ M , such that

M
m

is the

“price” of increasing the likelihood of receiving the prize. With this construction, corner
allocations on a budget line will always yield a certain outcome of $0.
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Figure 1: Two-goods Diagram for Binary Lotteries
P-Chance
1
FOSD lotteries
M Maximum Outcome
increasing

m Maximum Likelihood

preferences

Expected Value Indifference Curve

0.50

Budget Line
p$25, 0.25q

$50

$-Money

Notes: The decision maker faces a single budget with endpoints m “ 0.5 and M “ 50. An expected
value maximizer would choose the option p$25, 0.25q, and the indifference curve that this point is on
is given in orange.

Figure 1 shows how we can plot lotteries, budgets, and increasing preferences using the
familiar two-goods diagram. An expected value maximizer would maximize p ¨ x, leading
to choices $x˚ “ .5M and p˚ “ .5m. This highlights two features of expected utility: first,
we may restrict attention to px, pq without loss of generality, and second, any risk-neutral
agents devote half their budget to x. If the decision maker is instead an expected utility
maximizer with CRRA preferences given by upxq “ xα , it is straightforward to show that
the budget shares the decision maker allocates towards probability and prize will be constant
across budgets. Furthermore, any risk-averse (risk-tolerant) expected utility maximizer will
allocate a budget share of more (less) than one-half to probability.
In our results, we will opt for non-parametric revealed preferences tests. In particular, we
will use Afriat’s theorem first to determine whether an increasing, concave, and continuous
function can rationalize our data. Second, we will use a generalization of Afriat’s theorem
(Nishimura et al., 2017; Polisson et al., 2020) that allows us to test for the ability of specific
functional forms to rationalize our data and extend a standard measure of rationality. The
functional forms we consider are expected utility (p ˚ upxq) and generalized probability
weighting (πppq ˚ vpxq).
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Experimental Design
Figure 2: Experimental Task Summary

(a) Sample Task

(b) Full Set of Distinct Tasks

Notes: Panel A shows a sample choice task. Panel B summarizes the full set of budgets as it was
presented to our subjects.

For each task, we elicit subjects’ preferences over the set of binary lotteries—lotteries
that give $x with probability p and $0 otherwise—in a linear budget with endpoints tM, mu.
The ratio of M to m gives the tradeoff between the size of the outcome and its likelihood.
We emphasize three advantages of using this method. First, because budgets are linear
in the p$x, pq plane, most notions of consumer theory can be applied.3,4 Second, because
setting either $x or p equal to 0 is strictly dominated, choices will typically be interior. This
is beneficial because corner choices pose identification issues for budget-based methods.
Third, in contrast to other linear budgets over lotteries (for example Feldman and Rehbeck
(2022) for probabilities or Choi et al. (2007) for outcomes), this method features variation
in both the probabilities and the outcomes simultaneously. A sample task, as subjects saw
it, appears in Figure 2a.
3 Only compactness and downward comprehensiveness are necessary for revealed preference tests, see
Nishimura et al. (2017) for a detailed explanation.
4 This, of course, requires for preferences to be monotonic in money and the probability of receiving
money. This is an assumption we maintain throughout the paper.
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Subjects select their preferred lottery from each budget using a slider. Before making
each choice, no information is displayed on the subject’s screen other than the maximum
outcome and the maximum chance. Once a subject interacts with the slider, a pie-chart is
used to represent probabilities and a bar-chart represents the positive monetary amount.5
As the subject moves the slider to the right (left), the pie-chart increases (decreases) and
the bar decreases (increases). Once a subjects has identified their preferred bundle, they
confirm their selection by separately entering it in a box.
Figure 3 summarizes the budget sets used. The fact that the budgets cross allows for
analysis of traditional rationality measures. The set also includes parallel budgets and pure
price shifts to allow for analysis of income and substitution effects. A pre-analysis plan was
submitted to the AEA RCT registry (AEARCTR-0004572) prior to the experiment and the
visual interface was coded using oTree (Chen et al., 2016).6
One hundred and eighty-one University of Queensland undergraduates read the instructions on their computer terminal while the experimenter read the instructions aloud. Before
starting the main part of the experiment, subjects completed three sample tasks.7 These
examples familiarize the subjects with how the slider affects positive outcomes, chances, and
the tradeoff between them. The experiment itself has two parts: repetitions and revisions.
In Part I of the experiment, subjects made choices in 50 tasks. The twenty-five different
budgets that were used were described to subjects by presenting them with a list of the pairs
of maximum outcomes and chances during the instructions. The information, as subjects
saw it, is summarized in Figure 2b. Each subject chose from the twenty-five unique budgets
followed by choosing from the same twenty-five budgets for a second time. However, the
order across subjects and for each block was random.

5 Consistent with evidence imported from psychology, we present probabilities as natural frequencies and
provide visual aids to facilitate ease of comprehension (Garcia-Retamero and Hoffrage, 2013; Hoffrage et al.,
2000).
6 A link to the pre-analysis plan and a discussion of changes to our empirical strategy appear in Appendix
C.
7 Sample tasks and the complete instructions appear in Appendix D.
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Figure 3: Budgets
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Notes: This figure plots the full set of our experimental budgets. This figure was not displayed to
subjects.
Dollars

In Part II of the experiment, subjects revise a subset of the choices they made in these
first 50 tasks. These revision tasks feature a 2ˆ2 within-subject treatment that changes the
presentation of the tasks (see Table 1). The first change in presentation is the number of
revisions they make within a revision task. Each revision task is either a “single” (in which
the subject can revise a single earlier choice) or a “double” (in which the subject can revise
two earlier identical tasks on a single screen). The second change in presentation is whether
or not subjects are given a reminder of the initial choice they made.8 The subject makes six
revisions in each condition, 36 choices, without replacement, being revised. Thus, no single
task is revised twice, and at least one task is revised from 24 of the 25 budgets. The order
of treatments is randomized at the subject level.
To incentivize choices, one of the fifty choices was chosen at random from the revised set
to determine payoffs. Subjects made an average of 9.5 (19.5 s.d.) Australian dollars (AUD)
and received a 10 AUD as a participation payment. Each of the experimental parts took
8 For revisions with reminders, subjects are shown a pie-chart and bar graph that matched their prior
choice. The pie-chart and bar graph are replaced with representations of their current choices as soon as
they click on the slider. However, a line of text describing their prior choices remains. For all other choices,
the initial graph was empty and the additional line of text is not provided.
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Table 1: Revisions by Type

single choice
double choices

reminders
6
12

no reminders
6
12

Notes: Double choices featured the same choice problem twice over the same budget. Appendix D contains
samples for each type of revision.

around 30 minutes on average.
Table 2 provides summary statistics. Each of the 181 subjects made 50 choices in the
first section of the experiment, for a total of 9050. Each choice is the portion of the budget
(out of 100) which is allotted to increasing the probability of receiving the prize. The average
choice was to devote just over 54% of their budget towards probability, indicating mild risk
aversion. Subjects spent an average of roughly 24 seconds per task on the first fifty tasks.
Table 2: Summary Statistics
Variable
Original Choice
Seconds on Page
Made Revision
Revision
Abs. Revision

Obs
9050
9050
6516
6516
6516

Mean
54.297
24.024
.752
.127
11.977

Std. Dev.
20.746
17.661
.432
19.581
15.491

Min
0
3
0
-100
0

Max
100
375
1
100
100

Notes: Original Choice is the percentage of the budget allocated towards
probability. Seconds on page is the number of seconds a subject spent on
one of the fifty original choice tasks. Made revision is a binary variable
which is equal to one if the subject revised their original choice. Revision is
the change in the percentage of the budget allocated towards probability.
Abs. Revision is the absolute value of revision.

Each subject faced 36 revisions problems, for a total of 6516. We say that the subject
made a revision if their revision choice differs from their initial choice. When given the
choice, subjects make revisions roughly 75% of the time. The size of the revision is the
difference in the portion of the budget assigned to probability between the initial choice
and the revision. These revisions are on average near zero (indicating that revisions are not
on average significantly more or less risky than the initial choices). However, the average
absolute value of the revision is nearly 12, indicating that subjects are on average shifting
more than 10% of their budget from prize to probability (or vice-versa).9

9 Camerer (1989) reports the results of an experiment in which subjects were allowed to revise their
choices after the decision which counted was selected but before the gamble’s outcome was reported. Only
2 of 80 subjects changed their decision in this case. These stark differences is likely due to the size of the
number of choices in the choice set. Camerer (1989) has two alternatives for every choice while we have one
hundred and one alternatives.
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5

Do Mistakes Have Normative Content?
This section examines whether the mistakes we identify are “poor” choices. To decide

whether choices are indeed worse, we evaluate them according to traditional normative
benchmarks. The first benchmark is picking strictly dominated alternatives (violations of
monotonicity), the second benchmark is rationalizability by an increasing utility function,
the third benchmark is consistency with various functional forms (including expected utility), the fourth benchmark is consistency with risk aversion, and the fifth benchmark is
whether behavior across repetitions is stationary (i.e. choices do not vary across the repetitions).10

5.1

Monotonicity

We find that 32/181 subjects violate monotonicity by selecting a corner—a certain outcome of zero—on at least one budget for their initial set of choices. In contrast, 17/181
subjects violate monotonicity when we look at their revised sets of choices. For each subject, the initial set consists of their first 50 choices while the revised set consists of 14 of
their initial choices and 36 revisions—the revisions that overwrite their initial choices.
The mean number of corners chosen in the initial 50 budget sets is 0.768, while the mean
number of corners in the revised set of 50 choices is 0.525.11 Furthermore, only three subjects
increase the number of corners chosen in their revised set, while 29 subjects decrease the
number of corners chosen.

5.2

Rationalizability with an Increasing Utility Function

The next benchmark which we use to compare choices to revisions is rationalizability.
Following Afriat (1967) and Varian (1982), we define a set of choices to be rationalized if
there exists a utility function which the choices maximize. Because every data set can be
rationalized by a utility function (e.g. the constant utility function), we further place the
restriction that the utility function which is maximized must be increasing.
Because this rationality test has a binary outcome, it is common to use a more continuous
measure. The measure of rationalizability we employ is Afriat’s index (AI), which is a
number e between zero and one (Afriat, 1973). Mathematically, a lower index reduces the
10 The primary focus of this section is comparing choices to revisions. Additional empirical results about
these benchmarks can be found in Appendix A.2.
11 Dominated choices are relatively rare in our experiment as compared to other experimental work with
convex budgets. In the symmetric treatment of Choi et al. (2007), 44/47 subjects made at least one
dominated choice, and over 13% of choices were dominated. Choi et al. (2014) used a design similar to that
of Choi et al. (2007) with a representative sample of households in the Netherlands, and of their subjects
1149/1182 made at least one dominated choice and 33% of choices were dominated. One possible reason
dominated choices are more common in the design of Choi et al. (2007) is that in their choice sets a larger
portion of options is dominated.
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number of restrictions that a utility function has to satisfy: rather than requiring the utility
i
from bundle pxi , pi q to be higher than the utility from all bundles which satisfy x` M
mi p ď Mi ,
i
the utility need only be higher than all bundles which satisfy X ` M
mi p ď eMi . The AI for a

set of choices is the highest e for which the choices are rationalized. This index has become
a common measure for how far a set of choices is from being rationalized (Andreoni and
Miller, 2002; Choi et al., 2007; Polisson et al., 2020).
In our context, there are two relevant types of monotonicity. The first is monotonicity
in the classic sense: the decision maker strictly prefers a bundle which is strictly higher
in one dimension and no lower in any other dimension. In this case, we use the Afriat
Index as it has been classically defined for any collections of choices from linear budget
constraints. Our stronger notion of monotonicity is first-order stochastic dominance. This
places the same restrictions as standard monotonicity, but also requires that the decision
maker never chooses on the endpoints of the budget line (because any interior choice firstorder stochastically dominates the endpoints, which guarantee a payoff of zero). When
using FOSD as the notion of monotonicity, a set of choices is assigned an index of zero if
it includes any choices on the endpoints of the budget line. Otherwise, it is equal to the
standard Afriat Index.
The Afriat indices and Afriat indices under FOSD can be found in Figures 4a and 4b,
respectively. The figures also contain the Afriat Index for a uniform random choice rule
that measures the power of our design to detect violations of rationality (Bronars, 1987).12
Clearly, both the Afriat and Afriat FOSD indices of the revised sets of choices first-order
stochastically dominate the distributions from the initial sets of choices. Revised decisions
are closer to being rationalized by a utility function, indicating that some of the initial
decisions may have been of poor quality.
We also report another consistency measure for the maximum acyclic set—the maximum
number of choices that could be rationalized by an increasing utility function (Houtman and
Maks, 1985; Demuynck et al., 2021). This measure appears in Figure 4c and does not alter
the result that the consistency of revised choices is always higher for any fraction of subjects.
Our general rationalization results are as follows. For their initial choices, 80 subjects
have an Afriat Index of at least 95%, 76 subjects have an FOSD consistent Afriat Index of
at least 95%, and 95 subjects have their maximum number of consistent choices greater than
47. For their revised choices, the number of consistent subjects increases across all three
benchmarks to 100, 99, and 113, respectively. Median consistencies for the initial choices are
94%, 93%, and 47, compared to 96%, 96%, and 48 for the revised choices, across the three
benchmarks.13 A signed rank test rejects (pă.01) equality of distributions between initial
12 Choices on the budgets were discretized to 101 distinct choices that are equidistant on each budget.
Our uniform random rule randomizes over the options on a budget subjects could make. This discretization
leads to a strictly positive probability (2 out of 101) of a budget endpoint being chosen, which in turn leads
to over half of all simulated subjects making at least one dominated choice.
13 The distribution of Afriat indices is highly dependent on the budgets subjects are offered. This leads to
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choices and revised choices for the three benchmarks. Hence, the number of subjects whose
choices can be rationalized by some utility function is unambiguously larger for revised
choices as implied by these metrics and Figure 4. Mean consistencies for the initial choices
are 88% (15% s.d.), 76% (36% s.d.), and 46 (4 s.d.), compared to 90% (13% s.d.), 84% (29%
s.d.), and 47 (3 s.d.) for the revised choices, across the three benchmarks.

1

1
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Fraction of Subjects > Index

Fraction of Subjects > Index

Figure 4: Rationalizibility for Initial Choices and Revised Choices
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Notes: These figures contain our main rationality results using Afriat’s index (Panel a), Afriat’s
index under FOSD (Panel b), and maximal transitive relation (Panel c). Each panel contains the
fraction of subjects whose rationality index is greater than the x-axis value for their initial choices,
their revised choices, and a uniformly random choice rule (n=10,000).

difficulties in comparing distributions of these indices across experiments with different designs. However,
the average of the Bronars Index can provide a baseline measure of how strict the Afriat index is for a given
set of budgets. The mean Bronars Index in our experiment is 52% and the mean Afriat index is 88%. In
Choi et al. (2007), the mean Bronars index was 60% and the mean Afriat index was 94%. Hence, Choi et al.
(2007) has both higher rationality scores and weaker tests of rationality.
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5.3

Consistency with Common Utility Functions

An additional means of evaluating a subject’s choices is to establish whether those choices
are consistent with a specific normatively appealing utility representation, such as expected
utility. Given recent developments in the theory of revealed preferences we can test these
specific models of behavior. In particular a corollary of the results in Nishimura et al.
(2017) is that any utility functional representation (because it induces a preorder on the set
of choices) can be tested by checking for a cyclical mononotonicity condition under that same
preorder. We can further adapt results from Polisson et al. (2020) to our context, allowing
us to check for these cyclical monotonicity conditions over a finite set of points induced by
each sequence of choices. Formal details and results are collected in Appendix A.1.
The results of Nishimura et al. (2017) and Polisson et al. (2020) also show that we can
use a version of Afriat’s index to derive weaker tests of this cyclical monotonicity condition.
Essentially, a set of choices will have an index of e if e is the minimum value such that
there exists a utility function from the specified family which assigns a utility to each
bundle pxi , pi q chosen from budget tMi , mi u that is higher than all bundles that satisfy
X`

Mi
mi p

ď eMi .

The utility representations we consider are a generalization of Quiggin’s (1982) cumulative probability weighting (PW) and expected utility (EU). PW is more general than EU
because it allows for any non-identity probability functions. Moreover, PW is more general
than Yaari (1987)’s dual theory as we allow for any increasing utility function. Because
each of these representations places additional restrictions on the previous one and all must
satisfy the restrictions from Afriat’s theorem, the PW index is lower than the Afriat FOSD
index and the EU index is lower than the PW index.
The results for the indices can be found in Figures 5a and 5b. The PW indices of the
revised sets of choices first-order stochastically dominate the PW indices of the initial sets
of choices. The EU indices of the revised sets of choices almost first-order stochastically
dominate the EU indices of the initial sets of choices. Thus, when offered the chance, subjects
revise their choices in a way that makes them closer to being consistent with commonly used
representations.
Our rationality results for the two representations are as follows. For their initial choices,
68 subjects have a PW-consistent Afriat index of at least 95%, and 14 subjects have an EUconsistent Afriat index of at least 95%. For their revised choices, the number of consistent
subjects increases for both specifications to 92 and 23, respectively. Median consistencies for
the initial choices are 93% and 81% compared to 95% and 87% for the revised choices, for the
two specifications. A signed rank test rejects (pă.01) equality of distributions between initial
choices and revised choices for the two specifications. The number of subjects whose choices
can be rationalized by either a probability weighting or an expected utility representation is
larger for revised choices as implied by these metrics and Figure 5. The mean Afriat indices
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Notes: These figures sum up our
ř main rationality results for probability weighting ( πppi qupxi q,
Panel a) and expected utility ( pi upxi q, Panel b). Each panel contains the fraction of subjects
whose rationality index is greater than x-axis value for the initial choices and the revised choices.

for initial choices are 75% (36% s.d.) and 68% (33% s.d.), compared to revisions which are
83% (29% s.d.) for probability weighting and 75% (36% s.d.) for expected utility.

5.4

Risk Aversion

We also discuss a heuristic benchmark for risk aversion. Note that any allocation where
the budget shares favor the outcome (x) over the (p) likelihood will be second order stochastically dominated by equal shares—the optimal allocation for an expected value maximizer.
Therefore, any concave EU subject—or any risk-averse subject—can never select an allocation the places a greater budget share on the outcome.14 Our benchmark counts the
number of choices that are consistent with FOSD and that place a greater budget share
on the probability. As depicted in Figure 6, this measure provides a benchmark for the
maximum number of choices that can be consistent with risk aversion.
We find that 18/181 subjects do not violate risk aversion—on at least one budget—over
their initial choices. Revisions lead to a slight increase in the number of subjects that do
not violate risk aversion 21/181 at all. 51 subjects increase the number of violations in their
revisions, while 100 subjects decrease the number of violations. A signed rank test rejects
the null hypothesis that the number of violations of risk aversion is the same across initial
choices and revisions (p ă 0.01). The mean Afriat index for initial choices is 33% (13%
14 Note that for a subject to be risk averse it is not sufficient for U to be concave. For example, U px, pq “
logppq ` 2 logpxq is concave and it represents the same preferences as V px, pq “ p ˚ x2 , a risk tolerant utility
function. For probability weighting both u and π must be concave for preferences to be consistent with risk
aversion (Hong et al., 1987).
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Figure 6: Number of Choices that are Consistent with Risk Aversion Across Subjects
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Notes: This figure plots the fraction of subjects whose number of consistent risk-averse choices are
greater than the x-axis value for both their initial choices and their revised choices.

s.d.), for revisions the mean index is 35% (13% s.d.). Whether risk aversion is a normatively
compelling criterion is a choice for the reader.

5.5

Stationarity

Only five subjects were stationary across all of their choices.15 16.35% of subjects’
initial pairs of choices were stationary. When pairing a revised choice in the single revision
treatment with its unrevised paired choice, the two are only equal to each other in 16.02%
of cases. When two revisions are made at a single moment, they are equal to each other in
43.14% of all cases.
Figure 7 plots the distributions of differences between pairs of decisions in these cases. It
is immediate that allowing for a single decision to be revised does not necessarily mean that
this revised choice will be any closer to its paired choice than the initial choice was—there
is essentially no difference between the CDFs of differences between the initial choices and
the single revision problems. On the other hand, there is a clear shift to the left of the
distribution of differences when two choices are made at once. Signed-rank tests for equality
of distributions of differences between initial sets and revised sets gives a p “ 0.02 for single
revisions and p ă 0.01 for double revisions.
15 These

five subjects maximized expected value by choosing exactly in the middle of the budget line.
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Figure 7: Non-Stationarity in Choice Behavior
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Notes: This figure plots the fraction of choice pairs that are inconsistent with stationarity across our
experimental treatments. The x-axis captures how far apart choices were across the repetitions in
terms of the percentage of the budget allocated towards increasing the prize.

Repeated choices should theoretically match under two criteria. First, preference over
single budgets should have a unique maximizer. Second, preference must be dynamically
consistent and consistent with consequentialism (Machina, 1989). The latter criteria is
satisfied by expected utility. The former is satisfied only if preferences over single outcome
lotteries are strictly quasiconcave. For instance, Friedman-Savage expected utility preference
can violate stationary.16 Thus, stationarity is not a property of expected utility. Note further
that non-stationarity is implied by preference for randomization. Often this behavior has
been associated with quasiconcavity in the probabilities, but in our context quasiconvexity
in the probabilities can also accommodate it.
We also emphasize that most non-expected utility models can predict different choices
across repetitions. This property would be what Agranov and Ortoleva (2017) describe
as a preference for randomization. An alternative hypothesis is that individuals may be
susceptible to cognitive mistakes (Khaw et al., 2021). Drift diffusion models (Ratcliff, 1978;
Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008) are an instance where the individual chooses their preferred
alternative more frequently but, due to a stochastic error, may fail to do so. Most of
these cognitive models predict that experience will ameliorate mistakes. We suspect the
cognitive explanation may be appropriate for repeated choices not made on the same screen.
16 An

example can be provided upon request.
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However, and consistent with the evidence for preferences for randomization, it is unclear
why individuals would experience different cognitive difficulties with the same choice twice
on the same screen.

6

Mistakes and Their Determinants

This section discusses the characteristics of the decision problems over which subjects
made mistakes. As discussed previously, we label a decision a “mistake” if when given
the chance to revise the decision without any new outside information, the subject decides
to make a revision. Subjects were offered the chance to revise 36 of their 50 decisions.
Just over 75% of the initial choices were revised when subjects were offered the chance.
These revisions could have made the decision less risky (a positive revision) or more risky
(a negative revision). Revisions (whose units are percentages of the budget shifted towards
probabilities) were on average near 0 (mean of 0.127 with clustered standard error 0.603).
This indicates that subjects did not on average revise their decisions towards probabilities
or outcomes.
Figure 8: Absolute Size of Revisions
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Notes: This figure showcases the relationship between the initial choices and the revised choices by
measuring the distance between them. The curves represent the fraction of choices whose distance
was greater than the x-axis value across the experimental treatments. The x-axis is measured in
terms of the percentage of the budget allocated towards increasing the prize.

Despite subjects not revising towards one direction or the other on average, the mean
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absolute value of revisions was 11.977 (clustered s.e. 0.634). This represents over 10% of
subjects’ budgets. This is not the result of a few outliers: Over 30% of choices had an
absolute revision of at least 15.

6.1

Treatments and the Likelihood of Revisions

Figure 8 graphically represents the effects that treatments have on revisions. It shows
the distribution of absolute revision size for each of the treatments. Offering subjects a
reminder of their previous decision tends to make it less likely that they will revise that
decision.
Table 3 shows the effects that treatments have on revisions in regression form. Columns
(1) and (2) report how the likelihood of making a revision changes with treatments, while
columns (3) and (4) show how the absolute value of revisions change with treatments.
The treatment effects are consistent in all cases. Reminding subjects of what they chose
previously both makes the subject less likely to revise and makes the average absolute
revision smaller. Giving the subject two revisions at once makes subjects slightly more
likely to revise and increases the size of revisions. The interaction of these treatments
makes revisions less likely and the absolute size of revisions smaller, but only the latter of
these effects is significant at the 10% level.
Table 3: Treatment Effects

Reminder
Double
Reminder ˆ Double
Constant
Subject FE
Task FE
Observations

(1)
Made Revision

(2)
Made Revision

(3)
Abs. Revision

(4)
Abs. Revision

-0.17˚˚˚
(0.022)
0.027˚˚
(0.013)
-0.0092
(0.022)
0.82˚˚˚
(0.019)

-0.17˚˚˚
(0.022)
0.028˚˚
(0.013)
-0.0097
(0.022)
0.83˚˚˚
(0.026)

-2.27˚˚˚
(0.63)
1.19˚˚
(0.60)
-1.30˚
(0.74)
12.7˚˚˚
(0.72)

-2.21˚˚˚
(0.63)
1.24˚˚
(0.61)
-1.41˚
(0.75)
13.3˚˚˚
(0.90)

No
No
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

No
No
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Notes: Linear regression clustered at the subject level. Each column represents a different regression,
with the column head specifying the dependent variable. Significance indicated by: *** pă0.01, **
pă0.05, * pă0.1.

6.2

Experience and Learning

A natural hypothesis is that subjects should make fewer mistakes as they gain experience.
However, this is not immediately obvious in this case as subjects in the experiment did not
19

receive any explicit feedback.
Table 4 shows how revision behavior changes with the timing of the choice. The variable
Round, which ranges from 1 to 50, is the round in which the original decision was made.
Round may reflect the familiarity or experience the subject had with the choice environment.
The results, which control for individual and decision problem fixed effects, show that more
experienced subjects are less likely than less experienced ones to make choices that are
subsequently revised, and the average size of their revisions are also smaller. Accounting
for potential nonlinearities in the learning process, columns (2) and (4) show that while
the effect of experience on making any revisions is close to linear, much of the effect of
experience on the average size of revisions occurs in the early rounds.
Table 4: Experience and Learning

Round

(1)
Made Revision

(2)
Made Revision

(3)
Abs. Revision

(4)
Abs. Revision

-0.00087˚˚
(0.00034)

-0.00088
(0.0013)
0.00000011
(0.000025)

-0.071˚˚˚
(0.015)

-0.21˚˚˚
(0.058)
0.0027˚˚
(0.0011)

Yes
Yes
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Round Squared
Subject FE
Task FE
Observations

Notes: Linear regression clustered at the subject level. Each column represents a different
regression, with the column head specifying the dependent variable. Significance indicated by:
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1.

Section 5 demonstrated that revised choice sets are meaningfully different from the original choice sets. However, the results about subject learning raise some interesting questions.
In particular, it is still unclear whether revisions are different from the original choice because
they are revisions or just because they were made with more experience.
To address this issue, we show that the evidence suggests experience is an important
contributor to the difference between the original and revised choice sets. Panel (a) of
Figure 9 shows the distribution of Afriat indices computed for only the first 25 sets of
choices and their revisions. This panel shows a similar pattern to that which was seen in
Section 5.2: Revising choices from the first set of 25 budgets improves the associated Afriat
Index on average. On the other hand, Panel (b) shows that revising choices from the second
set of 25 budgets does not lead to a clear improvement in the associated Afriat index.17
This suggests that a majority of the improvements in normative measures may be driven
by experience.
These results lead us to two methodological points for future research.
17 A

signed rank test rejects equality of the Afriat indices between original and revised choice sets generated
from the first 25 budgets (pă 0.001). The same test does not reject equality of the Afriat indices between
original and revised sets generated from the second 25 budgets (p“ 0.2813).
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Figure 9: Rationality and Experience
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Notes: These figures show the distribution of Afriat indices for partial choice sets. Panel (a) shows
the distribution of Afriat indices for the first 25 choices subjects make along with the revisions of
those choices. Panel (b) shows the distribution of Afriat indices for the second 25 choices subjects
make along with the revisions of those choices.

First, this implies that the differences between choices and revisions are not simply the
result of experimenter demand effects. Despite our neutral framing, one might wonder
whether the use of the word “revise” may subtly push subjects to think harder about
the problem, leading to “better” decision making according to standard measures. This
cannot be the case, because the decision quality of the second set of choices is almost
indistinguishable from that of its revisions.
Second, our results suggest that researchers can learn about subjects’ mistakes without
the machinery developed for this experiment. In our design, we are careful to explain that
revisions replace earlier choices in order to rule out any incentives for portfolio-building.
But because we show that experienced choices are not meaningfully different from revisions,
future research can simply compare inexperienced choices to experienced ones in order to
determine where mistakes are made. Indeed, it is already common practice for experimentalists to drop the first few choices subjects make in order to study those subjects’ “true”
preferences. Our results support that practice and suggest that these dropped choices could
be used to study the mistakes subjects make.

6.3

Decision Times

The amount of time that subjects took to complete each type of problem can be found
in Figure 10. Single choices take less time than double choices over the same budget and
on the same screen. Earlier choices and choices with reminders also take more time. The
average time taken on the first portion of the experiment was just over 24 seconds per task.
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The likelihood of revision does vary with the time taken to make the initial decision.
This can be seen in Figure 11. The relationship appears to be nonlinear: decisions that are
taken very quickly are revised less often, but outside of this range time taken is negatively
correlated with revision rates. However, this relationship is not causal. Because subjects are
not randomly assigned to time taken, unobservable characteristics of the subject or decision
problem may be driving the relationship between decision time and mistake rates.
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Figure 10: Time Taken by Decision Type
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Notes: This figure shows average time spent on a task’s page for various decision types. The height
of the bar gives the sample mean for each category of decision and the thinner lines give the 95%
confidence interval for the mean.

The relationship between decision time and revisions is further explored in Table 5.
The dependent variable in this table is the absolute size of revisions. Column (1) shows
that over all observations, the amount of time spent on making a decision is uncorrelated
with the amount that this decision is revised. However, Column (3) demonstrates that
after controlling for both subject and task (i.e. budget set) fixed effects, there is a positive
correlation between time taken and revision size.18 This suggests that subjects who make
decisions slower make smaller revisions, but that conditional on the subject, spending more
time on a decision is associated with larger revisions.

18 The

difference in coefficients from time taken is due almost entirely to the addition of subject fixed
effects rather than task fixed effects.
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Notes: This figure shows how the likelihood of a revision varies with the amount of time spent on
the initial choice. The height of the bar gives the sample mean for each time window and the thinner
lines give the 95% confidence interval for the mean. Decisions which were made very quickly were
less likely to be revised, but outside of that range the time taken on a decision is negatively correlated
with revision rates.

Columns (2) and (4) of Table 5 additionally control for the round the decision is made
in, which varies between 1 and 50. When controlling for the round, the relationship between time taken and the size of revision is both small and statistically insignificant. After
controlling for individual fixed effects, the relationship between time taken and the size of
revisions is driven by the fact that subjects both take longer and make more mistakes when
they are less experienced.19

6.4

Budget Characteristics

In this subsection we consider whether budget characteristics affect the likelihood that
decision makers revise their choices. Thus, Table 6 studies how the characteristics of the
budgets relate to revisions.
Columns (1) and (2) of Table 6 show the linear relationship between the characteristics
of budgets and the size and likelihood of making a revision.20 The coefficient for both
19 Table 8 of Appendix B completes the same analysis for a binary variable capturing whether a revision
took place. The overall pattern of results is the same, with the exception of column (4). When making the
revision is the dependent variable, the effects of neither time taken nor round are statistically significant
(although they are jointly significant with p ă 0.05) and the coefficient on time taken is larger relative to
the coefficient on round.
20 Similar analysis is completed more flexibly (e.g. using Max Prize fixed effects when estimating the
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Table 5: Decision Time
(1)
Abs. Revision

(2)
Abs. Revision

(3)
Abs. Revision

(4)
Abs. Revision

0.00031
(0.020)

-0.025
(0.023)
-0.083˚˚˚
(0.018)

0.033˚˚˚
(0.012)

0.0069
(0.013)
-0.068˚˚˚
(0.017)

No
No
6516

No
No
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Seconds on Page
Round
Subject FE
Task FE
Observations

Notes: Linear regression clustered at the subject level. Each column represents a different regression,
but all columns use the absolute value of the revision as the dependent variable. Significance indicated
by: *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1.

Table 6: Budget Characteristics

Max Prize
Max Probability

(1)
Made Revision

(2)
Abs. Revision

(3)
Made Revision

(4)
Abs. Revision

-0.00012
(0.00011)
-0.095˚˚˚
(0.025)

-0.0024
(0.0039)
-2.33˚˚
(1.00)

-0.00055˚˚˚
(0.00019)

-0.014˚˚
(0.0062)

Yes
No
6516

Yes
No
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Subject FE
Price FE
Observations

Notes: Linear regression clustered at the subject level. Each column represents a different regression,
with the column head specifying the dependent variable. Significance indicated by: *** pă0.01, **
pă0.05, * pă0.1.

regressions on the maximum prize is near zero. Thus, the potential size of the prize does
not affect the likelihood that the decision maker makes a mistake. This contrasts with the
coefficient on the maximum likelihood of receiving the prize, which is significantly negative.
This implies that subjects have a harder time making choices when the probabilities that
they are choosing between are small.
Columns (3) and (4) of Table 6 include price fixed effects. Holding the relative price of
prize and probability constant, the coefficient on Max Prize is the effect of pure increase
in income (a parallel shift in the budget line). Thus, the negative coefficient on Max Prize
shows that as income increases, both the likelihood of making a revision and the average
size of revisions decrease.

linear coefficient on Max Probability) in Table 7 of Appendix B. The results do not substantively change.
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7

Conclusion
Do revisions reveal mistakes? We find that indeed revised choices improve welfare ac-

cording to all our normative benchmarks. Revealed preference analysis suggests further that
these revisions are closer to being generated by a strictly increasing utility function. Revised
behavior is, therefore, more consistent with models that assume individuals have complete
and transitive preferences over all alternatives. Thus, choices that are later revised are likely
to be mistakes.
What lessons can we learn from detecting mistakes? One lesson is that mistakes are
common, meaningful, and potentiality make it more challenging to observe preferences.
Fortunately, adherence to how we believe individuals ought to behave improves with a
simple prompt to revise. Future applications may use this method to distinguish between
biases (preferences) and heuristics (mistakes). For example, present bias may be driven by
a preference for the immediate or an inability to plan over a long horizon. A second lesson
is that mistakes are made when the outcomes are unlikely and when the environment is
unfamiliar. Choosing from sets with these characteristics may be more difficult. A third
lesson is that reminders make revisions less likely, highlighting a potential tradeoff between
the desire for consistency and choosing what one prefers in the moment. Whether demand
effects, status quo bias, or memory is behind this discrepancy remains an open question.
Our results should not be read as a refutation of the core revealed preference hypothesis—
that individuals have stable preferences. Mistakes are made, but identifying them is possible.
Properly accounting for these inconsistencies improves the ability of utility functions to
summarize observed behavior as if it is consistent with this hypothesis. Future applications
can benefit from detecting and limiting these types of mistakes in order to draw more robust
inferences about economic models.
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A

Revealed Preference Results

A.1

Probability Weighting and Expected Utility Index Computation

In this section, we show why our revealed preference tests are valid and how we compute
them. Our results use the basic intuition from Polisson et al. (2020). However, our results
are different because our choice environment is different. In particular, subjects in our
experiment choose both p and x, which differs from the choice environment they consider,
outcomes x1 and x2 with fixed likelihoods. In their environment, both consumption goods
are measured in the same units, and both enter the Bernoulli utility function.
For the general existence of a utility function and its Afriat Index, we implement the
tests as described in Nishimura et al. (2017). Although Afriat’s theorem only assumes
local non-satiation, our results extend trivially to first-order stochastic dominance in our
environment. First, if all choices are at the interior of a budget, then our strictly revealed
preference relation is the same as in Afriat’s original theorem. In the case of a corner choice,
the subject is encoded as having an Afriat index of 0. Figure 12 illustrates the distinction
between AIs using a WARP violation.
P-Chance

P-Chance

1.00

1.00

L2
0.50ˆ

L2
0.50ˆ

$25
.5M

L1
ˆ
$50
.5M

$100 $-Money

(a) Afriat Index

$0
0M

L1
ˆ
$50

$100 $-Money

(b) Afriat Index under FOSD

Figure 12: Violations of WARP and their Afriat Indices
To simplify exposition we first describe the validity of the proofs in terms of two abstract
commodities x1 and x2 and for some utility specification U px1 , x2 q “ u1 px1 q ` u2 px2 q. All
of the utility specifications we test are of the form U pp, xq “ πppq ˚ upxq, which is ordinally
equivalent to U pp, xq “ logpπppqq ` logpupxqq. Hence, x1 “ p, x2 “ x, u1 “ logpπq and
u2 “ logpuq. Our results are organized by decreasing generality: we first discuss probability
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weighting and then expected utility, which imposes further restrictions on π being an identity
function.
Let the X Ď R2` be the consumption space. Define the set of observation, choices and
budgets, to be O “ txt , B t uTt“1 . Now define the downward closure of a budget set by
Bt “ ty P R2` : y ď x for some x P B t u. Also let xi pxj , B t q : R` ˆ X Ñ R` be the i
coordinate of element xj on budget B t or the origin if pxj , 0q is not in Bt .
Our generalized restriction of infinite domains (GRID) consists of
#
t

x Y

T
ď
`

xt1 , x2 pxt1 , B s q

˘

Y

s“1

T
ď
`

+T
x1 pxt2 , B s q, xt2

s“1

˘

Y t0u.
t“1

Theorem A.1. (Sufficiency of G) There exist a strictly increasing and continuous function that rationalizes U pa,bq “ u1 paq ` u2 pbq that rationalizes O on X if and only if there
exists Ū pa,bq “ ū1 paq ` ū2 pbq increasing function that rationalizes O on X X G.
Proof. Clearly, if U rationalizes O on X and is strictly increasing, then it also rationalizes
O on X X G.
For the converse, let be strictly increasing functions ū1 and ū2 that rationalize O on
X X G. Suppose that x11 and x21 are both numbers such that elements of the grid have these
numbers as their first dimension, x11 ă x21 and no element of the grid has first dimension
which is between these numbers. We define û1 as an extension of ū1 such that for ε near
zero,
$
&ūpx1 q ` εpx ´ x1 q for x P rx1 , x2 ´ εs
1
1
1
´ 2 1 1
¯
û1 pxq “
2
1
%ūpx2 q ` ūpx1 q´ūpx1 q´εpx1 ´ε´x1 q px ´ x2 q
1

.

1

ε

û1 is a continuous and increasing piecewise linear extension of ū1 which approaches the
“step-function” extension of ū1 as ε Ñ 0 . Define û2 as a similar piecewise linear extension
of ū2 , and Û pxq “ û1 px1 q ` û2 px2 q. For ε small enough, Û rationalizes O on X . To see
this, note that at all points which are on the budget line but not in the grid, the marginal
rate of substitution approaches either zero or infinity as ε Ñ 0. Thus, there will always be
a point on the grid which is preferred to a point which is not on the grid. Since Û extends
Ū (which rationalizes O on the grid), Û must rationalize O on X .
We use two additional observations for the results given in the paper. First, it is straightforward to extend these results to budgets “scaled” by the index e. In this case, the generalized restriction of infinite domains (GRID) consists of
#
t

x Y

T
ď
`
s“1

xt1 , x2 pxt1 , e

s

˘

ˆB q Y

T
ď
`
s“1
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+T
x1 pxt2 , e

ˆB

s

q, xt2

˘

Y t0u.
t“1
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Figure 13: Combined Rationalizability Results
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Notes: These figures reproduce the results from Figures 4 and 5 to allow for comparison of the
distributions of indices within data sets. By construction, each distribution must dominate the next.

Second, to test the expected utility model rather than the probability weighting model, it
is sufficient to restrict πppq “ p (and thus u1 ppq “ logppq).

A.2

Additional Revealed Preference Results

To facilitate comparison with previous research, in this section, we report additional
empirical results about our revealed preference measures.
Figure 13 organizes the results from Figures 4 and 5 by initial choices and revisions.
Because the models being compared are nested, each index is dominated by the next. These
results show that there are two primary model-based restrictions on the data that subjects
violate. First, a sizable number of subjects violate FOSD by choosing at least one corner
allocation, causing a difference between the distributions of Afriat and Afriat FOSD indices.
Second, subjects’ choices violate the assumptions of expected utility much more than they
violate the assumptions of probability weighting, as evidenced by the differences between
the yellow and purple lines.
Figure 14 disaggregates the results from Figures 4, 5, and 6 and instead reports the
scores in scatter plots. Each observation in the scatter plot reports the indices of a single
subject. These figures show that while revisions improve the overall distribution of indices,
some subjects’ indices fall while others increase.
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Figure 14: Index Scatter Plots
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Notes: These figures reproduce the results from Figures 4, 5, and 6 as scatter plots. Observations
which are above the 45 degree line indicate an increase in a subject’s index between the initial choice
set and the revised choice set.
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B

Additional Empirical Results
Table 7: Robustness of Budget Characteristics
(1)
Made Revision

Max Prize

(2)
Made Revision

(3)
Abs. Revision

(4)
Abs. Revision

-0.00011
(0.00012)

-0.0023
(0.0040)

-0.093˚˚˚
(0.025)

Max Probability
Subject FE
Max Prize FE
Max Probability FE
Observations

-2.01˚
(1.03)

Yes
Yes
No
6516

Yes
No
Yes
6516

Yes
Yes
No
6516

Yes
No
Yes
6516

Notes: Linear regression clustered at the subject level. Each column represents a different regression, with
the column head specifying the dependent variable. Significance indicated by: *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, *
pă0.1.

Table 8: Decision Time

Seconds on Page

(1)
Made Revision

(2)
Made Revision

(3)
Made Revision

(4)
Made Revision

0.000055
(0.00043)

-0.00023
(0.00049)
-0.00093˚˚
(0.00041)

0.00077˚˚
(0.00031)

0.00053
(0.00035)
-0.00063
(0.00038)

No
No
6516

No
No
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Yes
Yes
6516

Round
Subject FE
Task FE
Observations

Notes: Linear regression clustered at the subject level. Each column represents a different regression, but
all columns use the absolute value of the revision as the dependent variable. Significance indicated by:
*** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1.

C

Pre-Analysis Plan
Our pre-analysis plan was submitted to the AER RCT registry (AEARCTR-0004572).21

The pre-analysis plan accurately reflects our experimental design, and our total number of
subjects (181) was within the range of subjects we aimed to recruit (160-200).
The analysis included in Sections 6.1 and 6.4 are the main regression analyses that were
discussed in the pre-analysis plan. The regressions in Table 3 correspond to columns 1 and
21 This

can be downloaded at https://www.socialscienceregistry.org/versions/72424/docs/version/document.
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2 of Table 1 in the pre-analysis plan and the regressions in Table 6 correspond to columns
3 and 4 of Table 1 in the pre-analysis plan.

C.1

Analysis Omitted

The pre-analysis plan reported power calculations to identify a difference in the distributions of Afriat scores using a paired-sample t-test. These analyses were omitted in favor of
non-parametric signed-rank tests. The null hypotheses of equality of means between initial
choices and revisions for the Afriat Index, Afriat FOSD Index, HMI, Probability Weighting
Index, and Expected Utility Index are all rejected with p-values of less than 0.001.
The pre-analysis plan specified that “we will parametrically estimate the one parameter
CRRA model of risk preferences using both the initial and revised sets of decisions. With
these two parametric estimates, we will compare the implied utility level (as a fraction of
the maximum possible utility) of both the initial and revised decisions.” This was omitted
in favor of the non-parametric analysis in Section 5. We complete and report the analysis
here. We assume that the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function is upc; ρq “

1
1´ρ
,
1´ρ c

so the decision maker solves
max
px,pq

subject to x `

M
mp

p
x1´ρ
1´ρ

“ M . The optimal prize choice is then x˚ pM, mq “

1´ρ
2´ρ M

Thus, we

estimate the CRRA curvature parameter for each subject using nonlinear least squares on
budget shares, solving the problem
min
ρ

˙2
ÿ ˆ xi
1´ρ
.
´
Mi
2´ρ
i

We complete this estimation exercise twice for each subject: once for the initial 50 choices
giving ρ̂C and once for the 50 choices in which choices are revised giving ρ̂R . We then
calculate the proportional utility improvement for each budget which could be revised, which
is
∆ui pρq “

upxi,R ; ρq ´ upxi,C ; ρq
,
upx˚i ; ρq

where xi,C is the initial choice, xi,R is the revised choice, and x˚i is the utility maximizing
choice given ρ and the budget constraints. ∆ui pρq can be thought of as the change in utility
(as a fraction of maximal utility) the decision maker receives from revising their choice. If
this value is positive, then revising the decision increases utility and if it is negative, revising
the decision decreases utility.
The results can be found in Table 9. Column one focuses on ∆ui pρ̂C q. The coefficient on
35

the constant indicates that subjects gain roughly 1.5% of their maximal utility by revising
their decisions. This welfare increase can be interpreted as a lower bound on the utility
gains because parameters estimated from the initial choice set will tend to favor those
initial choices. If we instead estimate the utility function based on the revised choice set,
the estimates of utility gains are higher than 3%. Columns 2 and 4 of Table 9 differentiate
the utility gains based on the type of revision it was.
Table 9: Treatment Effects on Utility
(1)
∆ui pρ̂C q

(2)
∆ui pρ̂C q

(3)
∆ui pρ̂R q

(4)
∆ui pρ̂R q

0.015˚˚˚
(0.0052)

0.012
(0.0080)
0.0062
(0.0084)
0.00088
(0.011)
0.0052
(0.0083)

0.033˚˚˚
(0.0039)

0.015˚
(0.0080)
0.0094
(0.0086)
-0.0031
(0.011)
0.020˚˚˚
(0.0068)

6516

6516

6516

6516

Reminder
Double
Reminder ˆ Double
Constant
Observations

Notes: Linear regression clustered at the subject level. Each column represents a different regression, with the column head specifying the dependent
variable. Significance indicated by: *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă0.1.
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D

Experimental Instructions
The full set of instructions appears below.

Figure 15: General Instructions

Figure 16: First Example
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Figure 17: Second Example

Figure 18: Third Example
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Figure 19: Earnings

Figure 20: Reminders
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Figure 21: Full Set of Budgets

Figure 22: Sample Task
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Figure 23: Instructions Part 2

Figure 24: Revisions without Reminders
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Figure 25: Revisions with Reminders
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Figure 26: One Revision with Reminders

Figure 27: One Revision without Reminders
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